
1. Need for a new trade policy 
approach
An ESCWA ex-post assessment of the free trade agreements 
(FTAs) signed by Lebanon with the European Union and with other 
Arab countries1 shows that the subpar performance of Lebanon 
under these agreements can be broadly attributed to three 
main reasons. Firstly, the two trade agreements deal exclusively 
with border measures (partial integration) that accord non-
discriminatory national treatment to foreign goods and firms, but 
stop short of intervening in domestic economic policies beyond 
this requirement. In contrast, the new generation of free trade 
agreements (FTAs) are moving from “partial” to “deep” integration 
agreements that include rules on domestic policies that fall 
“inside borders”. Secondly, Lebanon is incapable of expanding 
its exports to its preferential markets owing to limited national 
productive capacities, the prevalence of non-tariff measures, 
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and a deterioration in its competitiveness. Thirdly, the 
unilateral open-trade regime followed by Lebanon since 
the mid-90s, where the gap between preferential and 
non-preferential tariffs is insignificant, makes import 
surges a real concern. These three major factors have 
led the country to reach over $250 billion in trade 
deficit over the past two decades. While the impacts 
of such a high trade deficit will hinder Lebanon’s 
economic recovery, it may provide an opportunity 
to re-examine its trade policy vis-a-vis its economic 
development path.

In this context, and given that Lebanon is not yet a 
member of the World Trade Organization (WTO), it has 
the opportunity to revise its tariff structure applied 
on non-preferential imports, and to implement new 
non-tariff barriers and special taxes. Nevertheless, 
for imports from preferential partners, Lebanon has 
the opportunity to either initiate safeguard measures 
or simply freeze specific FTA provisions to reduce its 
trade imbalances and facilitate its economic recovery 
and transformation.

2. Understanding the root causes of the trade 
deficit in Lebanon

A. The trend and structure of the Lebanese trade deficit

This widening of the trade deficit was mostly seen 
between 2006 and 2014, the period where major 
trade agreements of Lebanon were either newly fully 
implemented or had entered the phase of gradual 
implementation (figure 1).

In-depth investigations to track imbalances2 revealed 
that Lebanon had a trade deficit in all major products 
in both 2000 and 2019.3 Mineral products and chemical 
products accounted for half of the trade deficit in 
2019; while in 2000, four groups of products, namely 

mineral products, metals, transportation equipment 
and chemicals, accounted for the same half of trade 
deficit. Furthermore, Lebanese trade imbalances by 
major trade partners revealed that the European Union 
was the largest source of most of the product trade 
deficits but they were smaller in 2019 than in 2000, in 
contrast to trade deficits with Türkiye that were larger 
in most products in 2019 than in 2000. On the other 
hand, trade with the Pan-Arab Free Trade Area (PAFTA) 
recorded surplus in most products.

Figure 1. Trends in Lebanese exports, imports and trade balance, 2000–2021
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B. Structure of Lebanese imports between old and new products 

Figure 2 shows changes in the Lebanese import 
structure by partner, between “old” imported 
products (imported in both 2000 and 2019) and new 
products (imported only in 2019). In 2019, Lebanese 
imports from PAFTA and EFTA were dominated by old 
products rather than new ones, with an approximately 
equivalent share coming from the European Union. 
However, the structure of imports from Türkiye differs: 

newly imported products outnumbered old imported 

products, accounting for 67 per cent of total imports 

from Türkiye in 2019, while old products accounted for 

33 per cent. Overall and in 2019, the European Union 

was the largest trading partner of Lebanon, with the 

highest number of imported products (3,774), while 

EFTA was the last of the four with 1,016 products.

Figure 2. Number of old and new products as a share of total imports in 2019, and by origin
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Note: the computation is done at the HS 6 level of the Harmonized System of Product Classification, including 5276 products.

3. Policy options

A. Reforming tariff structures

In general, when a country is looking to set new tariff 
rates, the following six principles should be considered:

• Facilitating food security and rural development.

• Boosting international competitiveness.

• Creating jobs.

• Reducing trade imbalances.

• Facilitating economic transformation.

• Reducing adjustment costs.

Through a detailed assessment of the current tariff 
structure in Lebanon of 5,276 products at the HS6 
level, the following four key lists of products were 
identified for which revisions are suggested: sensible 
and special products; raw materials and equipment; 
luxury products; and infant industries. While the lists 
below match most of the recent suggestions proposed 
by the ministries of agriculture and industry on tariff 
revisions for the Budget Law 2023, they extend 
objectives to reducing trade imbalances and promoting 
infant industries.
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List 1: High protection for sensitive and special agricultural products

The “sensitive” or “special product” category exists 
in most free trade agreements, where new tariff 
rates can be negotiated with key partners, either to 
completely exclude them from tariff liberalization or 
to raise existing rates. In general, sensitive products 
apply to both developed and developing countries, 
while special products apply exclusively to developing 
countries with the aim of supporting food and security, 
and securing livelihoods and rural development. 

Lebanon is not an exception, and agriculture still needs 
to be protected along with its major partners, at least 
during a transition period until significant progress is 

made where global distortions on agricultural markets 
are reduced and significant upgrading of the sector is 
achieved. The new agricultural trade policy of Lebanon 
should aim to achieve the following three major goals: 
ensuring the stability of the food supply system; 
ensuring stable revenues for farmers; and ensuring 
acceptable levels of consumer prices. A total of 673 
products have been identified under this list at the HS6 
level, for which tariffs could be fixed between 20 and 
40 per cent.4 The new tariffs could be used in parallel 
with specific non-tariff measures, namely preferential 
tariff quotas on cereals and livestock products and 
entry prices on fruit and vegetables.

List 2: Free access for competition purposes: equipment, semi-finished products 
and raw materials

Usually, raw material markets should operate in a free 
and transparent way. Similarly, and for most developing 
countries looking to boost and diversify their exports, 
imports of equipment and semi-finished products 
should also operate freely and with transparency. 
Moreover, for these two categories of products 
and to avoid the costs from trade diversion, it is 
recommended that free access should be granted to 
imports from all origins in a non-discriminatory manner. 
However, energy products should not be covered 

under this list for reasons related to reductions of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) and diversification of fiscal 
revenue objectives. A total of 350 products at HS6 
level have been identified under this list for which 
tariffs should be set to zero, with a minimum level of 
non-tariff measures limited to security, health and 
environmental purposes.5 Nevertheless, from a fiscal 
point of view, tariffs on this list could be set to a 5 per 
cent maximum.

List 3: Higher taxation to increase government revenues and/or reduce 
trade imbalances: luxury products and products with the highest increase in 
trade imbalances

Despite the increasing and long-time trend of 
importing luxury goods to Lebanon, there is a 
pressing need to revisit the taxation policy to reduce 
trade imbalances. It is also important to take into 
consideration two opposing viewpoints when thinking 
of the adjustment of tariffs for luxury goods. The first 
viewpoint considers that the luxury duty should not 
be increased to avoid significant price differences 
at home and abroad, which will cause the outflow of 
luxury goods consumption and the loss of domestic 
tax revenue. The second viewpoint follows that of the 
“non-tax reducers”, who consider it appropriate to 

increase luxury tariffs because tariffs are not the main 
cause of the high domestic prices of luxury goods, and 
expected gains from increasing taxation in terms of 
reducing trade imbalances are much higher than the 
reduction in fiscal revenues.

Given the particularity of luxury products, the increase 
in tariffs should be reasonable and reinforced by 
complementary instruments such as value added tax 
(VAT) and consumption tax. A total of 560 products 
at HS6 level have been identified under this group, for 
which tariffs could be fixed at 40 per cent at least.6
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List 4: Protection for transformation and diversification purposes: “infant industries”

There are two approaches for economic 
transformation in Lebanon.7 The first is based on 
strategic options and the second on strategic bets.8 
The strategic options emphasize industries that are in 
a country’s current set of capabilities but have higher 
sophistication, thus making the development of new 
products faster and less risky. These key products 
require high-skilled workers and are capital-intensive. 
A total of 287 products at HS6 level have been 
identified under this list, and policymakers are invited 

to go through them to define their strategic options.9 
Based on this list, tariffs should be revised upward 
for a transition period, of usually between 5 to 10 
years, to facilitate their development in the country 
before being competitive in both national and foreign 
markets. The suggested tariffs vary between 30 and 
40 per cent. Both of the lists of strategic options and 
bets could facilitate the process of identifying new 
sources of economic growth under the coming plan of 
recovery and transformation.

B. Postponing the process of accession to WTO and concluding new FTAs

It is widely recognized that accession to WTO and FTAs 
are beneficial for most countries worldwide, mainly 
in the long term. However, initial positions in terms of 
national productive capacities and competitiveness 
matter substantially for expected impacts of trade 
integration schemes (either multilateral, regional 
or bilateral). For the specific case of Lebanon, the 
absence of a comprehensive national trade policy 
that is fully integrated into the national development 
plan or strategy is a major impediment to negotiating 
any beneficial trade agreements. Nevertheless, there 
remains an opportunity for Lebanon to strengthen 

its national position prior to engaging in new 
trade agreements. 

The ex-ante evaluation of the proposed FTA between 
Lebanon and Türkiye 10 clearly confirms that within 
the current economic and trade policy features of 
Lebanon, implementing the agreement will be a 
source of additional costs for the country (figure 
3). A list of measures and policy actions that the 
Government needs to take before concluding any new 
agreement are detailed in the two technical papers on 
assessing FTAs.11

Figure 3. Cumulative effects of a FTA between Lebanon and Türkiye on key macroeconomic economic 
indicators by 2030 (Percentage)
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Source: simulation results using the Arab Trade Simulator Interface tool (ATSI). 
Note: results are expressed in percentage deviation between the scenario with the FTA with Türkiye and the reference scenario without the FTA.
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More generally, negotiating accession to WTO or to new 
FTAs should start from a good position, where tariffs 
are relatively high and where better access conditions 

to foreign markets on the most-favoured nation (MFN) 
basis could be granted through better negotiations 
with partners through offensive and defensive offers.

C. Initiating safeguard mechanisms

 Trade liberalization often gives rise to adjustment 
pressures as import competition intensifies. However, 
in some cases, imports may expand so rapidly that 
Governments could intervene by raising trade barriers. 
In that case, the appropriate action to take is a so-
called safeguard measure, which is the imposition of 
a temporary duty against all imports of the product 
concerned, most particularly those from preferential 
areas.12 The implementation of trade remedy 
instruments should start by identifying the relevant 

products and their origins. The second step entails 
fixing/determining the new tariffs, the transition 
period, and the concerned preferential partners. 
Similar to the safeguard measures introduced by 
Morocco and Tunisia on imports from Türkiye, Lebanon 
could immediately start by increasing tariffs on major 
products under lists 1 and 3 for a transitional period of 
five years, in close agreement with its major partners 
(the European Union and Arab countries) until the new 
national trade policy is defined. 

4. Supporting and adjusting to trade reforms
The quantitative assessment of the trade policy in 
Lebanon and its integration schemes with its major 
partners13 indicate that accompanying domestic policies 
can create significant synergy with trade policies and 
magnify the potential gains in terms of growth.

It is therefore critical that the Lebanese authorities 
adopt a clear policy of managing and adjusting to 
costs. The most important actions that usually allow 
better managing of the transition period and handling 
the cost of adjustment are listed below, and for which 
additional analysis is still needed in the context of the 
forthcoming development plan:

• Increasing the efficiency, effectiveness and 
transparency of customs.

• Reducing the compliance cost for exporters of 
multiple rules of origin and overlapping FTAs.

• Creating a fair environment for the domestic 
private sector.

• Developing export and free trade zones.

• Boosting regulation and deregulation in the service 
sector.

• Strongly avoid the use of specific or special 
exchange rate to tax imports.
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cases of the FTA with the European Union and PAFTA with the Arab 
countries, 2019.
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12 The creation of a safeguard mechanism can also help mobilize support 
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to activate it or revise it to meet the requirements of the stage?, 2022; 
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